Feature: Linear systems

Elegantly simple: linear motion

that saves cost and space
he use of lead screws with guide rails is a proven
technology for applications requiring linear motion but it
is often over-engineered for smaller applications where only
light duty is required. In areas such as lab automation or 3D
printing, a simpler, easier-to-install alternative has a great deal
of appeal to machine builders, says Tobias Münch.
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A good choice for small machines
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ticularly for those laboratory automation applications requiring movement
in three axes. And in 3D printing machines, the device can also help reduce product complexity (and hence
cost) while improving reliability.
Thomson stocks Glide Screw in a
range of standard metric and imperial standard sizes with flanged and
cylindrical nut bodies for fast delivery. If required, special configurations are available for use in high
temperature applications (such as
ovens or autoclaves), clean room environments and processes requiring
food grade materials.
Depending upon machine requirements, the screws can be mounted
with fixed/fixed, fixed/supported or
supported/supported end supports.
An efficient customisation service is
tem and linear guide, the device is
supplied perfectly aligned and therefore cannot bind. It can handle axial,
moment or side loads without additional linear guidance or support.
Tobias Münch is product line
Thomson designed the Glide Screw

specialist, screws and screw jacks,

with an understanding of the needs

Thomson Linear
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